March 8, 2014

The George Washington University
Graduate School of Education and Human Development
Washington - D.C.

Share Fair is a FREE event

This day is about propelling schools toward the best 21st Century Classrooms. Educators, students and the community will join innovative leaders and experience hands-on, mind-on education methods.

Classroom Intensives

Educators pick THREE interactive and thought provoking professional development workshops. Learn about grant opportunities and eligibility. Gain the tools to advance STEM education in your classroom.

See the list of Classroom Intensives

Educators Register Here

STEMosphere

Share Fair also includes a free, public exhibition of fun, interactive, STEM-inspired activities to engage kids and lifelong learners of all ages. Classroom Intensives include STEMosphere. More information about public registration for STEMosphere coming soon.

Register Today

Be part of the first D.C. Share Fair!

We encourage you to share this information with your associates, your students and families.

Questions contact: ShareFairInfo@gmail.com